How can I get more information and get involved?

Please contact the project coordinator. We look forward to hearing from you!

Tecnalia Research & Innovation
contact > Iker Martinez de Soria
email > iker.martinezdesoria@tecnalia.com

www.pathwaysforemploy.eu
Digital skills & employment

In the twenty-first century, learning takes place almost everywhere, at all times, on all kinds of paths and at all kinds of paces, breaking wide open the traditional confines of school walls and school days, and providing more options and opportunities for lifelong learning. Individuals have the ability to develop content knowledge as well as skills such as critical thinking, communication, and collaboration that are essential for productive employment and effective citizenship in the twenty-first century.

DIGCOMP framework

This project takes the DIGCOMP framework as a reference to assess the digital competence of citizens.

We have identified 2 interesting profiles for employment & digital competences offering job opportunities in the coming years and we’re going to define the competences profiles based on the DIGCOMP framework: entrepreneur and virtual office workers. Our target group is people taking part in non-formal and informal learning.

Recognition pathways

The project plans to use Open badges too. The patchwork way our learning is currently recognized means that many of our abilities are unevenly recognized or not recognized at all. There are skills, abilities and knowledge acquired outside classroom walls that lack the necessary credentials to verify what they know and can do.

We are going to define the recognition pathways focused on employment and digital competences at European level and how to display expertise and abilities gained in ways that employers find relevant.
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